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Design the MIND of a Robotic Thinker!   â€œ This book will help you get started with this exciting

language and gives you an idea of what is possible. â€œ  - Melchizedek B, from .com   â€œ The

examples it uses are easy to follow and the illustrations bring out the more complex aspects while

making them simple. â€œ   - C. Brant, from .com   â€œ Such a cool book that covers basic

Javascript programming then incorporates tools and components to explore Artificial Intelligence.

â€œ   - M. Gavel, from .com   * * INCLUDED BONUS: a Quick-start guide to Learning Javascript in

less than a Day! * *   How would you like to Create the Next SIRI?  Artificial Intelligence. One of the

most brilliant creations of mankind. No longer a sci-fi fantasy, but a realistic approach to making

work more efficient and lives easier. And the best news?  Itâ€™s not that complicated after all  Does

it require THAT much advanced math?  NO! And are you paying THOUSANDS of dollars just to

learn this information? NO! Hundreds? Not even close.  Within this book's pages, you'll find GREAT

coding skills to learn - and more. Just some of the questions and topics include:  - Complicated

scheduling problem? Hereâ€™s how to solve it. - How good are your AI algorithms? Analysis for

Efficiency - How to interpret a system into logical code for the AI - How would an AI system would

diagnose a system? We show you... - Getting an AI agent to solve problems for you and Much,

much more! World-Class Training This book breaks your training down into easy-to-understand

modules. It starts from the very essentials of algorithms and program procedures, so you can write 

great code  - even as a beginner!
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My JavaScript knowledge isn't so great and I still remembered all the free resources I gathered just

to get started. The intro to this book pretty much blows them all away. I wish I found this guide first

because it opens up with some great tools to try out along with a direct approach to writing a few

lines of code. It is best viewed with Kindle for PC as the book uses images with colored syntax and

it looks very clear on my laptop screen. Talks a lot about functions, events and cookies too so I think

beginners like me who read other books can get a real kick out of this.

I found this book quite useful; I'm currently working on a multidisciplinary project where we use AI.

Anyway, I do not work directly with the coding or hardware, however, I wanted to learn a little about

how the Java coding applied to this matter so that my participation in the project is a bit more

comprehensive (so the team works better).This book and a basic guide for those who started in this

world; It is rather detailed as to the coding and software structure.

Helped me expand my programming skills into a new paradigm!Saw this book on its promotional

week on a book promo site. I'm not really tech-savvy and is usually dumbfounded with these kinds

of stuff. Luckily I took a few classes last semester in computer programming and I picked up a few

things. I love learning this field, it's very complex for me but it's fun. I already know how to program

Logic and Reasoning but a few tips from this book helped me improve my skills in that area. The

biggest help this book made is probably with Complex Time Scheduling. It is really complicated but

the chapter helped me understand the basics smoothly.

This book has a complete overview about Javascript Artificial Intelligence. This book is the best tool

you can use in learning javascript. The book is well-writen, reader-friendly and has easy to follow

steps in executing the exercises that are included in this book. This book is the perfect training you

can take advantage of, the author divided this book to easy to understand modules which made it

really handy for beginners.

This is a must-read book if you use Javascript seriously. When I put the book down, I'd learned and



understood a few critical ideas about using Javascript that are changing the way I program. I also

greatly enjoyed the appendices -- I eat up lists like the awful and bad parts of Javascript, and the

introduction to JSLint is going to be very fruitful. Not everything in the book was new to me, but what

was more than justified reading this once and then reading it again.

After reading this book it's like you had a World-Class Training. This book breaks your training down

into easy-to-understand modules regarding Java Script. It starts from the very essentials of

algorithms and program procedures so you can write great code - even as a beginner or an entry

level in this are, Nevertheless it's a great book to start with.

I'm just getting into coding and this book is pretty epic. This books strength is in its simplicity. It

covers all the fundamentals without going into un-necessary or overly-technical descriptions. I would

consider myself an intermediate level programmer, so this book is perfect for where I am at. I would

recommend this book for anyone who is intermediate to Expert levels, or someone who just wants

to brush up on their skills.

This is a book to help you build intelligent systems using artificial intelligence, linked data, semantic

web technologies and general information gathering and processing. What's special is that this one

lets you do much more than a simple introduction. I believe the biggest value proposition of this

book is that it brings together in one book several tools and how they can be applied on data

science. I certainly recommend it!
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